The Twilight Zone
of Government

by John Rothchild
Any motorist entering Manhattan
these days is victimized by the World
Trade Center in two ways. He cannot
avoid looking at it, and if he crosses
the Hudson River, he cannot avoid
paying for it. This is because the twin,
1 1 0-story towers of hyperthyroid real
estate are being put up by the Port
Authority, the same folks that are
supposed to coordinate transportation
in the harbor area and who have a
state-granted monopoly on all Hudson
River crossings.
Most of the bridges and tunnels
have long since paid for themselves,
their revenue bonds retired. So for
each dollar that goes to the tollkeeper
at the Holland Tunnel, over 80 cents
makes its way back through the fiscal
roots of the Authority to nourish new
projects like the Trade Center, which
become a kind of monument to heavy
traffic, to the power of authorities,
and t o exact change.
The motorist who is aware of his
tithe to the real estate business may
wonder how the Port Authority, a
tax-exempt, bi-state public transportation agency with tremendous political and financial advantages, could be
constructing nine million square feet
John Rothchild is an editor of The Washington Monthly.
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of office space in Manhattan. The
problem becomes more perplexing
when you consider that the World
Trade Center not only uses up Authority revenues and borrowing power
that could go into needed areas of
mass transit, but also because an office building that will draw 130,000
people a day will surely aggravate
Manhattan traffic even more.
The port agency, the first and
probably most prosperous public
authority ever created in the United
States, was established in 1921 by
New York and New Jersey precisely
to combat such short-sightedness. Its
creators thought that by taking an
agency out of patronage politics and
giving it a clear, public status, it would
acquire the efficiencies of private
enterprise without the greed, plus the
powers of government without the
corruption, With tax-exempt status,
powers of condemnation and eminent
domain, independence from civil service regulations and many municipal
ordinances, and a self-supporting financial base, the Authority was freed
from the petty concerns and bureaucracy that thwart other agencies. Its
planners could develop a rational
transportation policy and then have
the autonomy and power to put the
plans into action.
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While its structure differs from
many other authorities and likeminded bodies, the Authority is the
direct ancestor of Comsat, the TVA,
Railpax, the new Post Office corporation, the Overseas Private Investment
Corporation, and other organizations
that promise to do better than government by being quasi. The spinning-off
of public function now occurs regularly enough so that there are hundreds of bi-state authorities in the
United States. In New York City,
while the number of people working
in municipal service has gone up
60-90,000 during the Lindsay administration, making a total of 412,000,
the number under the mayor’s direct
control has dropped from 153,000 t o
132,000. This trend makes it worth
looking at the Port Authority, for 40
years considered the greatest success
in New York public affairs, to show,
as critic Paul O’Dwyer puts it, “How
we have taken society and confounded everybody in the manner in
which we have screwed ourselves.”

Quasi versus King Kong
The Authority enjoys advantages
over private capitalists almost as great
as those it holds over other public
agencies. The World Trade Center, for
instance, not only bested the Empire
State Building in phallic monumentality-1 10 stories to 102, an eight-story
insult to capitalism and to King Kong
-but also in financial potency. The
two buildings grappled across Manhattan through lawsuits-the Empire
State building, owned by Lawrence
Wien and defended by Paul O’Dwyer,
representing free enterprise and the
American way, attacking the World
Trade Center, representing Japanese
architecture and the new industrial
state. Ostensibly, Wien’s lawsuit
charged that the Trade Center was
stealing all the television towers and
broadcasting facilities away from
Empire by offering the networks the
eight-story macho advantage, plus
rent-free occupancy until 1984, when
their contractual obligations to Em42

pire would cease, or when the world
would be over, anyway. The exodus
of the transmitters would cost Empire
$56 million a year plus the symbolic
affront. So Wien and other realtors
sued the Authority, on the grounds
that television broadcasting had nothing to do with world trade, hence did
not belong in the center, and that the
Port Authority could not justify a
high-rise under its mandate to improve
commerce and transportation in the
New York Harbor area. O’Dwyer’s
brief pointed out the Authority’s advantages in the use of its tax-exempt
bonds, enabling it to charge lower
rents. “What we have here is not the
usual competition for tenants between
two private real estate ventures,” the
brief said, “but, as we have shown, the
complaint of persons grievously and
particularly injured by the unauthorized conduct of a public agency.”
The Port Authority’s answer to the
charges in the suit is that the Trade
Center will house only firms engaged
in international commerce, that its
rental fees will be equal to the going
rates in Manhattan, and that its payment to the city in lieu of taxes will
be equal to what a private owner
would pay. Over one third of the
building, however, is being occupied
by the State of New York, and
another substantial portion by the
U. S. Customs Office. While the Authority is paying the city an amount
equal to the taxes that would be levied against the part of the building
occupied by commercial firms, it is
not paying for 50 per cent of the
space taken up by the government
agencies. This amount would have to
be paid were these agencies to occupy
a private building. So the city loses
while the Authority, which can charge
the going rents without paying the
going taxes, gains.
From a less lofty plane of free enterprise, the Port Authority was also
sued by the Courtesy Sandwich Shop,
pushed out of business by the Trade
Center. Courtesy questioned the constitutionality of the Port Authority’s
powers of eminent domain, and its
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right to acquire property for constmction of a predominantly commercial
enterprise having only a tenuous connection with the public purposes.
Both the Empire and Courtesy suits
were ultimately dismissed.
While the courts have given it no
legal boost, the states’ blessings on the
Port Authority have enabled it to accumulate assets of $2.6 billion. The
Authority now enjoys “surpluses” of
more than $55 million a year after
mandatory debt service (the word
“profits” has never been a part of
Authority vocabulary). It now runs
the Newark, JFK, and LaGuardia airports, the George Washington, Goethals, Outerbridge, and Bayonne bridges,
the Lincoln and Holland tunnels, the
Manhattan heliports, the giant containerized shipping facilities on the
New Jersey side of the harbor, and the
midtown bus terminal. Aside from
being exempt from federal, state, and
local taxes (the Authority does make
some payments to local governments
in lieu of real estate taxes) and being
able to generate revenue by selling
tax-exempt bonds, the Authority also
has a monopoly on all Hudson River
crossings and all airports in the New
York City area.
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The Quiet Toll Collector
Dick Shaap recently wrote in New
York magazine that “next to the man
who threw the switch up in Ontario,
the chairman of the Port Authority
has had the greatest single-handed
impact on New York’s way of life.”
You get some feel for what Shaap
meant by sitting in any cab at rush
hour, as time contracts and the fare
expands, when you can feel a tight
emotional communion with the Port
Authority and wonder how many
divorces, lung diseases, ulcers, fistfights, arguments, sarcasms, and walking papers, have been caused directly
by the transportation experts who
work for Austin J. Tobin.
Austin J. Tobin is the chairman
Shaap is talking about, but actually he
is executive director of the Port Au-
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thority. He worked for the agency
almost from the start, rose to become
director in 1942 and has held that
post ever since (a few years ago, he
revised the mandatory retirement age
upward from 65 to 70 so he could
stay on a little longer). At $70,000 a
year, Tobin is one of the highest-paid
public officials in America, and he
runs the Authority by combining
mystique and discipline much the way
that Papa Doc did. He has pumped his
agency to galactic proportions while
remaining miraculously anonymous
himself-while he has more power
than Robert Moses, his former counterpart at the Triborough Tunnel and
Bridge Authority, which handled the
East River franchises much as the Port
Authority ran the Hudson side, he is
as unknown as Moses is flamboyant.
Anonymity may be no insurance of
power, but the Port Authority is still
growing and Tobin is still around,
while Moses is gone and the Triborough has been merged into the umbrella transportation agency, the
MTA. And Tobin is the only man who
completely understands the legal and
financial voodoo that now gives his
Authority its magical immunity from
what he once called the “disease” of
mass transportation.
If mass transit is, in fact, a disease,
the Port Authority is fiscally inoculated to handle it. While Tobin
imagines earthquakes on the balance
sheet the minute the Authority
touches any deficit operation, State
Comptroller Arthur Levitt estimates
that the Authority could generate at
least $1 billion in additional borrowing capacity by 1973 through the sale
of more of its tax-exempt bonds. But
even if bonds could not be sold, the
Port Authority has ample revenues
after mandatory debt retirement that
could be used to help alleviate the
problems that its cars have helped
create. Levitt points out that the
Authority has financed $324-million
worth of construction projects during
the decade of the 1960s by borrowing
money at the beginning of each year
and paying it back from operating

revenues at the end. If this construction were financed with long-term
loans or bonds, the Authority could
have used the short-term borrowing
technique to pump money into subways or commuter railways, without
jeopardizing its debt retirement
schedule.
The surpluses have increased in
recent years, and will continue to do
so, if the Authority nets the expected
$36 million a year from the World
Trade Center. In 1969 the Authority
took in $122 million in revenues while
paying out $26,363,000 in mandatory
long-term debt requirements and $25
million in interest payments. This left
a balance of over $70 million, $15
million of which was used for the
short-term loans and $55 million for
surplus. The $70 million is pure gravy
money, profit beyond the Authority
credit, operating expenses, or debt service. It would be enough to cover half
the annual deficit of the New York
subway system. The entire subway deficit would be taken care of if the
Authority were willing to use some of
its extra $1 billion borrowing capacity
or loosen its conservative debt service
requirements.
While the Authority people explain
their efficiency and success on the
grounds that they are independent
from the usual political pressures,
they point to political pressures as the
reason they have not gotten involved
in mass transit. They say that they are
merely a servant agency, carrying out
the decisions of the governors, who
appoint Port Authority commissioners
and can reject its projects by vetoing
the minutes of its meetings, and the
two state legislatures, who must approve every new Port Authority activity.
Austin Tobin is increasingly fond
of this rationale. In 1960, when Representative Emanuel Celler’s House
Judiciary Committee held hearings on
the Port Authority, Tobin was told to
produce certain subpoenaed documents, He refused and was later cited
for contempt of Congress, although
the courts finally overturned the cita-
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tion. Tobin explained his refusal by
pointing out that he was merely doing
what the two governors had told him
to do, protecting the rights of a state
agency against unfair control by the
federal government. He was under
their direction and was just following
orders.
In reality, however, the Port Authority has more than passive interest
in the orders it follows. Tobin spoke
of several telegrams the governors had
sent to all congressmen, urging them
to support the side of the Port Authority against federal encroachment.
Later, it was discovered that the Port
Authority drafted the telegrams, got
the governors to sign them, and sent
them at its own expense.
More recently, one Port Authority
intern was told not to wear an antiABM button because it was illegal for
any employee to engage in political
activities. The next week he was asked
to participate in a nationwide telephone blitz from Authority offices,
where employees called hundreds of
municipalities to urge them to oppose
a specific bill then being considered
by Congress.

of Rockefeller’s commuter plan. As
usual, he was willing for the Authority
to act on the orders of governors, but
not before he told the governors what
to tell the Port Authority to do. To
this end, Tobin dispatched letters to
the major investment firms that held
Authority bonds, urging them to
oppose the Rockefeller proposal and
to protect “the fiduciary interest of
the customers to whom you have sold
your hundreds of millions of dollars in
Port Authority bonds.”
As in the case of the governors’
telegrams to Celler, Tobin had to
make sure he was completely conforming to the wishes and opinions of
the bondholders, and to do that, he
had to form their opinions himself.
His staff wrote up “suggested letters”
and sent them along to the various
firms, with the proposal that they put
the thoughts in their own words and
pass them along to Rockefeller. While
most firms went along with Tobin,
Blythe and Co., one of the most respected of the houses, refused to send
the letter. One Blythe official said the
Authority’s credit could not be jeop-

Telephone Blitz
~

Again, in 1958, the Authority
claimed its political virginity while
meddling behind the scenes. Governor
Rockefeller was then seeking a way to
help the state’s commuter railroads,
already on their way to bankruptcy.
His advisor on mass transportation
matters, Robert Purcell, suggested
that the Port Authority be called in to
help. Under Purcell’s plan, the Port
Authority would buy new railroad
cars through issuance of bonds and
then lease the cars to the railroads.
The debt would be paid off through
the rental fees.
The loyal allegiance to the state
governors that Tobin would later solemnly pledge to Celler’s committee,
where he said he was merely protecting the sovereignty of his public superiors by refusing to provide documents,
was somehow missing when he heard
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ardized by a railroad car program of
only $100 million. At this, Tobin sent
a staff member over to see the Blythe
official, Reginald Schmidt. Tobin even
made a phone call to Schmidt, which
the latter described as “rude, officious, and impertinent.” It was merely
Tobin’s zeal to put pressure on Blythe
to put pressure on the governor,
whom, of course, the Port Authority
would gladly obey.
When the New York gambit did
not succeed, Tobin, like the early
Mafia leaders, sought more friendly
territory on the other side of the bistate schizophrenia, in New Jersey. He
saw Dwight Palmer, then New Jersey
commissioner of transportation, and
convinced him that it would be a public disservice t o the people of New
Jersey for that state to go along with
Rockefeller’s proposals. Tobin hinted
the disservice would be the loss of
future Authority projects if the rail
car program were allowed to happen.
Palmer was convinced.
Squeezed between Wall Street and
New Jersey, Rockefeller capitulated.
He agreed to tell the Port Authority
to handle the program another waythe Authority would administer the
program, but the bonds would be
guaranteed by the states’ own credit.
Even though the Authority had repeatedly said it would not pledge the
credit of state governments, it was
willing to be flexible as far as progress
was concerned. It was willing t o administer the program, as long as none
of its own money was jeopardized.
When the program turned out to be a
success, the Authority began referring
to it as part of its gracious contribution to mass transit.
A Covenant with Profit
Over the years, the Authority has
mastered the technique of roping itself in, helping the politicians tie the
knots, and then complaining that it is
trapped. It claims that even if it does
have the financial capability to support subways or rail operations, complicated legal obligations to the bond-

holders make it impossible for the
bulk of its assets to be freed. Most of
these are directly pledged to various
classes of bonds, and the leftover is
put into a General Reserve Fund,
which must carry an amount equal to
10 per cent of the total debt of the
Authority and must have enough
money to pay two years’ future debt
requirement. The capital still available
for new uses from this fund is further
prohibited from deficit rail transit
through a 1962 covenant between the
states and the bondholders.
What the Port Authority fails to
mention in all this is its own cooperation in pushing these various laws and
covenants through the legislature,
cooperation i t gave freely in 1962.
In that year, the legislatures considered a bill which contained authorization for the World Trade Center.
The Port Authority naturally supported the bill, both because the
Trade Center was a big money project,
and because it would enable the Authority to expend some revenues that
were accumulating into a dangerously
large reservoir that was attracting the
scrutiny of public transportation
groups and politicians.
On the other side of the river, New
Jersey had nothing to gain from the
World Trade Center, but its legislature
also had to approve the project. The
Authority then decided, notwithstanding its long years of insisting that
it would never enter any deficit transit
operation, to take over the bankrupt
Hudson and Manhattan Railroad, now
called PATH. PATH would both give
something t o New Jersey and calm the
rising criticism of the Authority.
In the juggle of interests, the Authority came out with more than this
quid pro quo. In return for its acquisition of PATH, it also got the 1962
covenant, perhaps the most important
piece of Authority legislation since
the original compact. In it, the states
agree with each other and the bondholders that the Port Authority essentially cannot be required to pledge
any of its revenues or reserves to any
future mass transit projects. The cov-
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enant formula provides that the Authority not undertake any transit
operation where the deficit, plus the
continuing PATH deficit, adds up to
more than one per cent of the Authority’s total outstanding debt. The
PATH deficit in 1970 was $13 million.
There was no way the Port Authority
could take on further mass transit that
year, since the total it could spend
under the formula was $12.7 million.
The Authority will continue to be
blocked in similar fashion. And the
covenant is between the states and the
bondholders, which means that any
Authority help in subways or other
rail facilities could be blocked by a
bondholder’s suit.
The 1962 covenant also reassures
the bondholders that the legislatures
will not “diminish or impair the power of Port Authority (or any subsidiary corporation. . . ) to establish, levy
and collect rentals, fares, fees or other
charges in connection with any facility. . . or to determine the quantity,
quality, frequency or nature or the
service provided.. . .” This provision,
according to labor mediator Theodore
Kheel, who has brought suit to invalidate the covenant, makes it impossible for any future legislature to tell
the Authority how or how much to
collect for tolls, or when to keep the
bridges open.
Grabbing the Winners
The World Trade Center bill and
PATH railroad bills, complete with
covenants, were passed as a package
by both legislatures. At the end of this
bargaining process, the Port Authority
had gotten everything it could have
wanted. It got the largest building in
the world, and the opportunity to
spend $650 million on a profit-making
operation rather than risking that
money in a deficit transportation
venture. It took over a small railroad
which could not possibly dent its
more than $2 billion in assets and got
the promise that it would never have
to undertake another such venture
again.

The 1962 covenant is now being
used as a reason the Authority cannot
undertake to build or finance rail links
between JFK Airport and Manhattan,
and Newark Airport and Newark.
Even though both legislatures have
passed bills authorizing the construction of these links, the Authority is
still “studying the feasibility,” a sure
delaying tactic for an agency that is
noted for quick action. Some feel the
rail links would violate the covenant
and bring bondholders’ suits stopping
the Port Authority’s participation in
the projects. Others, like William
Ronan, head of the Metropolitan
Transportation Authority and a Port
Authority commissioner, says the
Authority can get around the covenant by viewing the rail links as extensions of the airports.
But given the Port Authority’s past
performance, it is doubtful that it will
easily accept such an interpretation.
Ever since it was established to provide “a better coordination of the
terminal, transportation, and other
facilities of commerce in, about, and
through the port,” it has acted like a
private corporation. It has grabbed the
winners and left the states with the
losers, and exchanged chaotic streets
for a tidy balance sheet.
The experience of 50 years riding
with the Port Authority makes one
queasy about the future of service
from the growing number of agencies
entering the public-private realm. One
can imagine, for instance, the Sears
Roebuck winter catalog arriving in the
mailbox with the following note:
Your Post Office Department, in its continuing fight to deliver the mails, finds that
personal letters are not cost-efficient and
threaten its ability to provide good service.
They will, therefore, be disallowed.
On the brighter side, in its efforts to stimulate healthy mail and to protect its investments, your Post Office has just purchased
controlling interest in the Sears Roebuck
catalog, which it will print and distribute
four times yearly. It is also on contract with
Astroturf, Campbell’s Soup and the Democratic Party to produce and deliver all thirdclass leaflets.
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Memoof the Month

Department of Housing and Urban Development

71-92

July 27,1971

MINORITY GROUP STATISTICS SUBSYSTEM.
The Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity has authorized the creation
of an automated “Minority Group Statistics Subsystem.” The information
needed to establish this file will be collected during the period from
July 20 to August 8.
Computer listings are now being prepared for distribution to all
organizations within the Department. Supervisorsmust determine the
minority codes applicable to employees through visual observation only
They are specifically prohibited from:
- Asking any person his race or ethnic origin;
-

Making copies of the list;

- Recording the identification by any other formal or

informal method.
The minority file, containing social security numbers and minority codes
only, will be under the direct control of the Assistant Secretary for
Equal Opportunity. It will be maintained separately from the master
personnel/payroll file. This data will be used in studies and analyses
that contribute affirmatively t o achieving the objectives of the
Department’s Equal Employment Opportunity Program.
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